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THE PROGRESSIVE PALATALIZATION OF SLAVIC

FREDERIK KORTLANDT

Contemporary mainstream linguistics has a strong theoreticai
bias. This has offcen led to a negligent attitude toward the data,
especially among linguists of a generative persuasionA Adequate
knowledge of the material, though a prerequisite for any useful
scholarly activity, is no guarantee of a valid analysis, however.
In the following I intend to show how one or two false theoreticai
assumptions can. lead astray a scholar who is known for his in-
sistence on the perusal of an accurate and comprehensive body
of data.
1. As far äs I can see, the final statement on the conditions
and chronology of the Slavic progressive palatalization has been
reached by A. Vaillant (1950: 53-55). Though the problem has
rem ained populär among historical linguists and has even been
th e subject of a nuinber of monographs2, later efforts have neither
disproved Vaillant's view nor yielded a better alternative.

Vaillant's position can be summarized äs follows: *i-, *g, *x

became fronted after *j, *-, *,M unless they were followed by a
consonant or by one of the high rounded back vowels *«, *-3.
This assimilation did not take place after the diphthongs *»$
and *e{ because these did not end in *« any longer. There is no
reason to separate the progressive palatalization chronologically
from the second regressive palatalization, which yielded the same
reflexes in all Slavic languages. The locative forms otwi, otbtixb
'father(s)' adopted the endings of the soft inflexion; the original
endings were preserved in hze °permitted°, sicext> 'such', cf.
rbcete csay' (pl)'.
2. This view has a number of consequences for the relative
chronology of sound laws:

1 Cf. Kortlandt 1983b.
2 Jezowa 1968, Channon 1972, Lunt 1981.
3 The lafctor condition was first proposed by A. Belic (1921 : 2ö - 26).
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2.1. If the progressive palatalization was blocked by a following
rounded *u or *ü, this implies that the delabialization of the
latter was posterior to the palatalization.
2.2. If the diphthongs *ai and *ei did not end in *i any longer,
the progressive palatalization was apparently posterior to their
monophthongization.
2.3. If *ϊ from *ei did not cause palatalization of a following
velar, the merger of the diphthong with ealier *l was posterior
to the palatalization.
2.4. The latter two Statements suggest that *ei yielded close
*e, which was subsequently raised to *».
2.5. Since e and α remained distinct after the newly palatalized
consonants, the progressive palatalization was posterior to the
retraction of e to α after j, c, z, s.
2.6. Since *i from *u after *j did not cause palatalization of a
following velar, e.g. igo 'yoke°, its merger with earlier *i was
posterior to the palatalization.
2.7. The latter two Statements imply that the vowel adjustment
after *j caused the merger of *e with *ä, but not the merger of
*u with *i.
2.8. The first and the last Statement suggest that *u was fronted
to *ü by a preceding *j before the palatalization, and delabialized
to *i at a later stage.
2.9. The latter two Statements suggest that the delabialization
was early in the case of the low vowels and late in the case of
the high vowels4.
3. In his recent study of the progressive palatalization (1981),
Horace Lunt adopts Mares's view (1969: 13) that *o, *ö, *u, *ü
were delabialized to *a, *ä, *y, *y in early Slavic, which became
distinct from Baltic äs a result of this development, and that
the language remained without rounded vowels until shortly
before the oldest texts (Lunt 1981: 15 and n. 17). His offhand
rejection of alternative views äs "outmoded", though it is in line
with a populär device of argumentation in generative linguistics,
does not contribute to a scholarly discussion. It is not only highly
improbable that a System without rounded vowels would have
survived over 2000 years of linguistic evolution, but there is
actually no evidence that it ever existed in the Slavic area.

4 Cf. Kortlandt 1979 : 265 - 268.
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4. Lunt elaims that "internal reconstruction alone suffices to
establish a stage where every desineiice in the OCS twofold de-
clension begins with *a or *ä. A number of variant proposals
may be made [...], but nothing changes the major fact: all des-
inences begin with a low back vowel" (16). TMs formtdation ex-
emplifies another basic device of generative argumentation, viz,
the presentation of underlying forms, which are established on
the basis of general principles, äs major facts of a language. Yet
there is no evidence that Lunt's underlying paradigms ever existed
äs a synchronous System at any stage in the prehistory of Slavic.
5. According to the available evidence, the following endings of
the o- and α-stem paradigms began with a high romided back
vowel at the time of the progressive palatalization:
5.1. acc. sg. masc. and gen. pl. -?><.*-u<.*-om. As I have pointed
out elsewhere (1978, 1983c), the raising of *o to *u in this ending
nrast be dated to the Balto-Slavic period.
5.2. acc. pl. masc. fern. -y<*-uNs<*-ons, *-äns. The raising
in this ending was anterior to the vowel adjustment, which was
in its turn anterior to the palatalization5.
5.3. inst. pl. masc. neut. -y<.*-us<i*-öis. Lunt's reconstruction
**-äs ("its connection with hypothetical TE *-öis is unclear",
17) is entirely gratuitous. The same holds for his reconstruction
of gen. pl. **-as.
6. In addition to these endings, Lunt's reconstruction of the
following is only partly in accordaiice with the available evidence:
nom. acc. sg. neut., gen. sg. fern., inst, sg., gen. du., nom. pl.
masc. fern., dat. pl., inst. p], fern. Sin.ce I have discussed most of
these endings elsewhere (1975, 1983c), there is no reason to go
into the matter here. Lunt disregards the prosodic evidence,
which is crucial for an understanding of the morphophonemic
processes. He proposes that the pronominal nom. pl. masc. ending
*-oi adopted *-s from the other stem types and that the resulting
ending *-ois developed phonetically into -i. The same proposal
was put forward several times in the earlier literature (e.g. Ebeling
1963 : 32, Mares 1963 : 55). It is unclear how this can have escaped
Lunt's attention6.

6 Cf. Kortlandt 1979 : 265.
* Lunt's discussion of Birnbaum'« view in temis of "prejudice" and.

"error" (n. 21) is another exnmple of fche generative style, and so is his

2 Folla Llnquisüca
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7. The absence of the progressive palatalization after the diph-
thongs *ai and *ei forces Lunt to assume that the latter were
Iowered to *ae and *ee and to specify the exclusion of the diphthongs
in Ms formulation of the palatalization rille (19f). The only advantage
of this ad hoc solution is that it saves his "underlying" repre-
sentation /ai/, /ei/. As soon äs we drop the a priori assumption
that the diphthongs were preserved up to the tinae of the progressive
palatalization, the natural solution commcnds itself: the pala-
talization was posterior to the monophthongization of tho diph-
thongs, which yielded long monophthongs of the timbrc *ä, *e.
8. Lunt adduces igo< *yugom eyoke" in favor of the vie\v that the
fronting of *u was posterior to the progressive palatalization.
(20). This reasoning is based on the a priori assumption that the
delabialization of *u was an carlj?· Slavic development. The as-
sumption is false, äs was pointed orit above. Since the progressive
palatalization was apparently blocked by a following high rounded
back vowel, the delabialization wfts posterior to tlic pa-latilization.
and Lunt's argumentation breaks down.
9. Lunt claims that *a and :'·'α were raised to *y and *y befoie
word-final ff-s in certain desinences (nom. sg., inst, pl., aec. pl.,
nom. pl. of the masc. o-stems). Though he states that there is
"no clear evidence for dating this process", he submits that ''in
any case it happened well after [the progressive palatalization]
had been completed äs a phonetic process" (22). This surely is a
remarkable piece of argumentation.

Since I have pointed out el&ewhere (1983c: 180 - 182) that
*-os and *-ös were not subject to raising, I shall not return to
the question here. The raising of *-oNs and *-ois to *-uNs and
*-uis can be dated before the delabialization of *o, which was
anterior to the vov/el adjustment, which in its tuxU prcceded
the palatalization7.
10. Lunt lumps together the fronting of *u, ifü, *a to :|:i, *ϊ, *e
and the backing of *e to *ä after j, c, i, s äs "the adjustment of
vowels after palatals" (23) and claims that this process was posterior
to the progressive palatalization. This chronology accounts for

dismissal of Shevelov's opinion äs "blatantly faulty" (n. 23). It would be
interesting to investigate the soeiological factors which have induced the
Substitution of strong language for reasoned argumentation.

' Cf. Kortlandt 1979 : 265.
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the regulär söffe paradigm endings of the locative forms otwi,
otbtixb efather(s)', but not for petrified, pronominal, and verbal
forms such äs Ibze "permitted', sicext> 'such.', rbcete £say' (pl)'·
It forces Lunt to look for ad hoc explanations of the latter in-
stances. Thus, he posits a form "rbtite" for which there is simply
no evidence and which was supposedly ousted in the entire Slavic
area in prehistoric times.

If we take the evidence at face value, it is clear from the pho-
nemic contrast between a and e after the soft consonants which
resulted from the progressive palatalization that the backing
of -fe to *« was anterior to the rise of these consonants. Since the
backing of *e to *ä was posterior to the irrst regressive palataliza-
tion, it follows that Lunt's chronology cannot be maintaincd.

Lunt is unable to off er an explanation for the self-contra-
dictory nature of his vowel adjustment rule, äs he admits himself
(n. 60). In my view, the retraction of *e to *ä was conditioned
by the rise of new long front vowels from the monophthongiz-
ation of the diphthongs *αί and *eis. Sincc this development
affected the long vowel System only, short *e was not retracted
to *a.
11. The hypothesis that the progressive palatalization was carJy
forces Lunt to reformulate it äs a subphonemic development:
"In distinctive terms, the [resulting] k' apparently remains a
variant of /k/ even after [the first regressive palatalization] has
operated. Phonologization comes about when *kjä becomes *cä
and thus opposed to *kä, but this still leaves Gen. *atik'ä (vs.
*aticä) with a k' which is a variant of underlying /k/" (27f). This
renders Lunt's chronology practically nieaningless. He is "tempted,
however, to see grounds for phonemic k'/g' eaiiier. Perhaps affective
factors may have helped" (n. 83). The choice is between resisting
the temptation and giving up principled methodology.

According to the Standard view, the phonologization of the
new palatals was achieved when the conditioning *i, *ϊ, *ίΝ merged
with the reflexes of *u, *ei, *eN in the appropriate environments.
This happened äs a result of the unrounding, raising and lowering
processes which marked the period after the palatalizations9.
12. The Bussian idiom ni zgi ne vidno cit is pitch-dark5 and its

8 Cf. Korfclandt 1979 : 266.
9 Cf. Kortlandt 1979 : 268f.
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dialectal variant stegi ne vidat' (Vasmer 1953: 449) contain the
gen. sg. form *stbgy of the word stezja cpath°, Old Polish scdza,
Slovene stezä. Lunt affirms that "the old genitive should be *stbze"
(31). This should be the case if Lunt's theory were correct. It
is not the case, however. The form shows that the high rounded
Tback vowel of the gen. sg. ending blocked the progressive pala-
~fsalization, and thereby disproves Lunt's theory.
13. The form hze 'permitted', like trebe 'necessary' and gode
'pleasing', is a petrified locative. It shows that the regulär soft
paradigm ending -i is analogical in the case of nouns which were
sxibject to the progressive palatalization. Lunt submits that
hze may represent a distorted nom. sg. form *hdza (34) without
adducing any evidence for his proposal.
14. The incorrectness of Lunt's theory is confirmed by the pro-
nominal inflexion of vbsb eall' and sieb 'such', e.g. inst. sg. mase.
Vbsemb, sicem~b<*-oi~. The former word represents early Slavic
*mx-, äs is clear from the West Slavic reflex vs- and from vx- in
the Old Russian. dialect of JSTovgorod. The latter reflex is phonetic-
ally regulär in the acc. sg. masc. and acc. pl. masc. fein, forms
(cf. Belic 1921 : 28). The word cannot be compared with sb 'this',
which combines a hard stem (which is evident from the West
Slavic material) with soft paradigm endings. In view of this com-
bination, Van Wijk calls the hypothesis that VbSb "seine -i-Kasus
unter dem Einfluss der harten Stämme (temb usw.) aufgegeben
habe" unacceptable (1931 : 68). Lunt asks perplexedly: "Why
unacceptable? On the contrary, pronouns are far more likely
io develop peculiar innovations along with haphazard rearrange-
ments of old materials" (36). The methodological principle that
anything goes surely puts an end to all scholarly discussion.

As Van Wijk points out, "in der nominalen Flexion sind die
Kasus mit έ-Vokalismus weniger zahlreich als in der pronominalen"
and therefore more easily affected by analogical replacement:
the relevant cases are loc. sg. (all genders) and pl. (masc. neut.),
dat. sg. (fern, only), and nom. acc. du. (fern, neut.) in the nominal
paradigms, and inst. sg. (masc. neut.), all oblique pl. and du.
cases except gen. loc. du. (all genders), and nom. acc. du. (fein,
neut.) in the pronoun. The pronoun s& represents a conflation of
the PIE. particle *ki 'here' with the anaphoric pronoun *e, *i-,
äs I have pointed oxit elsewhere (1983a : 313). There is 110 reason
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to adopt Lunt's desperately agnostic attitude: "I merely contend
that tlie explanation for all the Variante is to be found (1) in the
hypothesis that [the progressive palatalization] applied ouly
to k and g and not to whatever fricative was developing from
*s in the earliest Slavic, and (2) in the hypothesis that the early
Slavic pronouns represented in OCS by sb and vbSb had idio-
syncratic declensions that we cannot recover" (37), and "I venture
to suggest that sieb had a special, idiosyncratic history" (n. 124).
Though either (1) or (2) suffices to exclude vbSb from consideration,
Lunt introduces a third safety-valve by questioning the velar
origin of the fricative, in spite of the available evidence. Note
that the entire chain of reasoning rests upon a single false assump-
tion, which is a consequence of his unwillingness to recognize
the analogical origin of the soft paradigm endings in the locative
forms otbd, ofocixb 'father(s)'.
15. To summarize, Lunt's chronology cannot be niaintained.
It is based on a few a priori assumptions which cannot be sub-
stantiated and which force him to posit an arbitrary phonefcic
development of the diphthongs and an arbitrary morphological
replacement in the imperative, to reformulate the progressive
palatalization äs a subphonemic development, to dismiss the
counter-evidence of petrified forms by questioning the material
without offering a solution, and to exclude pronominal forms
from consideration because they may have been subject to unknown
developments. Here Lunt's own words come to mind: "Trouble-
some items which interfere with the neat patterns one wishes to
find can be minimized, but they should never be omitted" (9).

At an earlier stage of his career Lunt "was ready to believe
that the descriptive priority of [the progressive palatalization]
in my own analyses was an artifact of the method" (14). The
question remains pertinent. It can only be answered by recon-
sidering fact and fiction against the background of previous work
in the field. This means that we must take earlier scholarsbip
seriously. The issues have been around for a long time, and so
have most of the data10. The cavalier treatment of other people's

10 An exception must be made for the forms which show vtx- in the
Novgorod birch-bark documenis that have been unearthed in recent-
dccados.
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views which is characteristic of much recent work does not con-
tribute to a clarification of substantial problems. We must hope
that the renewed interest of the post-generative generation in.
a factual analysis of the data will have a salutary effect on the
assessment of earlier scholarship.
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